Sweet Marie

Artist: George Washburne
Choreo: Lois Southall

Wait 16 Beats Then Claps
Clap 16 Beats: Clap/Clap-Clap (1 and 2) Then last 4 Beats: Clap 4x 1 and 2

Part A  Samantha (3/4 R)
  2 Side Basics  DSRS (Rock to Side)
  Fancy Double  Do above 4x Total

Part B  1 Pump Touch
  2 Only Wanna to back (Turn Left on Only Wanna ¼ each )
  Repeat to Front

Part A*  Do Part A to back and repeat to Front
  (2x only)

Part B  Repeat above

Part C  Triple Loop (1/4 Turn to Right)
  Rocking Chair
  2 Boogie Basics
  1 Charleston
  Do 4x to end at Front

Part A  Repeat Part A above 4x with ¾ Turn

Part B  Repeat above

End  Triple Kick Forward and back
     End with Hop Heel

Steps Below

Samantha  DS DS Drag Step  Drag Step  Rock Step  DS DSRS
Pump Touch  DS Brush Up  TCH Tch Tch Tch  DSRS
Triple Loop  Ds DS DS Loop/Step
Rocking Chair  DS Brush Up DSRS